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Abstract22
High resolution X-ray radiography and computed tomography are
excellent techniques for non-destructive characterization of an object
under investigation at a spatial resolution in the micrometer range.
However, as the image contrast depends on both chemical composi-
tion and material density, no chemical information is obtained from
this data. Furthermore, lab-based measurements are affected by the
polychromatic X-ray beam, which results in beam hardening effects.
New types of X-ray detectors which provide spectral information on
the measured X-ray beam can help to overcome these limitations.
In this paper, an energy dispersive CCD detector with high spectral
resolution is characterized for use in high resolution radiography and
tomography, where a focus is put on the experimental conditions and
requirements of both measurement techniques.
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1. Introduction26
High resolution X-ray radiography and computed tomography are excel-27
lent techniques for non-destructive investigation of small objects. Standard28
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laboratory-based setups allow for a 2D or 3D visualization at a spatial resolu-29
tion level in the micrometer range, hence giving very useful information on the30
internal microstructure of the object. However, the image contrast is based on31
the linear attenuation coefficient of the object material, which depends on both32
the material composition and density. Chemical information is thus not directly33
available in standard radiography and tomography. Furthermore, the continu-34
ous X-ray spectrum used in laboratory-based setups combined with the energy35
dependent linear attenuation coefficient results in beam hardening effects. Al-36
though synchrotron-based setups allow for quasi-monochromatic radiation, they37
have limited accessibility.38
39
These limitations can be partly overcome by the use of a new type of pixel-40
lated X-ray detectors, which provide spectral information on the measured X-41
ray beam. This is achieved by measuring the deposited energy of each photon42
separately and classifying each measured photon or event based on this informa-43
tion. These devices can be roughly divided into two categories. A first category44
comprises the so-called single photon counting or multispectral detectors, which45
count every incident photon separately by analyzing instantaneously the electri-46
cal pulse associated with the deposited energy in a single pixel and comparing47
this with one or more reference energies. As such, one or several energy thresh-48
olds can be achieved. Despite the limited number of energy bins, several results49
illustrating the advantages for material identification have been published using50
a variety of detectors [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. A second category comprises51
the so-called hyperspectral detectors, which measure the energy deposited in52
each pixel during a certain exposure time and consequently reconstruct the as-53
sociated photon energy and discretize the spectrum. The detector readout and54
analysis however reduce the available measurement speed and count rate. These55
devices are typically based on direct detection in a CCD system [10, 11], yet a56
hybrid system using a CdTe sensor bump-bonded to a readout ASIC has been57
presented as well, which allows for higher X-ray energies to be detected [12, 13].58
59
In this paper, we present the characteristics of a CCD-based hyperspectral60
detector as a detector system for X-ray radiography and high resolution to-61
mography. We present an example of chemical identification based on a single62
radiograph and the count rate limitations which are imposed by the operation63
of the detector and the incident spectrum. To conclude, we present the results64
of a spectral high resolution CT scan using this detector.65
2. Materials and methods66
2.1. Color X-ray Camera67
The hyperspectral detector used in this work is the Color X-ray Camera or68
SLcam [14, 15]. The center stage of this device is taken by the pnCCD detector69
chip. This chip, designed for ultrafast readout, was originally developed as a70
spectroscopic X-ray imager for the astrophysical satellite mission XMM-Newton71
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[16, 17]. It has since been adapted to be used in many other applications such as72
high energy electron imaging, energy-resolved two-dimensional X-ray diffraction73
and scattering experiments at synchrotron facilities [14].74
75
In the case of the SLcam, a pnCCD chip of 528×264 pixels of 482 µm2 is76
used, of which only the central 264×264 pixels are used as X-ray detector. At77
each side, an area of 132×264 pixels is used as storage region. Each half image78
is transferred to the X-ray shielded storage region within 50 µs, reducing the79
effect of illumination during charge transfer [14]. The charges in the storage80
region are subsequently amplified, read out by a multi-channel readout ASIC81
for additional signal amplification, filtering and multiplexing and transferred to82
a separate data acquisition system and digitizer at a frame rate of 400 Hz. The83
digitized frames are transmitted to a high-performance measurement computer84
where they are further processed by the readout software.85
86
Due to the relatively small pixel size and large depletion depth of 450 µm,87
the charge cloud created by the incident photon will often not be limited to88
single a pixel, hence creating an event cluster. To successfully reconstruct the89
deposited energy and the position of each photon separately, an event analysis90
is performed on each frame and the total deposited energy and center of gravity91
of each event cluster is calculated. This method yields a spatial resolution very92
close to the sampling limit [14]. At the operating temperature of approximately93
-20, the resulting spectral resolution is approximately 150 eV FWHM at Mn94
Kα, which is comparable to state-of-the-art single-element energy-dispersive95
detectors. The imaging system is thus very attractive for full-field X-ray fluo-96
rescence imaging (XRF) [15, 18, 19] or X-ray absorption near edge spectroscopy97
[20] and has previously been characterized for this purpose. In this paper, the98
SLcam will however be characterized for usage with transmission X-ray radiog-99
raphy and computed tomography. Due to the low detection efficiency of the Si100
sensor at higher photon energies, these measurements are limited to a low-energy101
spectrum below 25 keV. Consequently, only samples with a limited thickness or102
limited size can be measured.103
2.2. Measurement setup104
The measurements have been performed at the Ghent University Center for105
X-ray Tomography (UGCT) micro-CT setup [21]. The X-ray tube is a dual-106
head system from FeinFocus, of which the FXE160.51 transmission head has107
been used for this work. A tungsten target with a thickness of 5 µm and a108
molybdenum target with a thickness of 1 µm have been used. In the spectrum109
of the former, a large number of characteristic lines from W are present, as well110
as two characteristic lines of Mo originating from the secondary radiation in the111
X-ray tube head [22]. In the spectrum of the Mo target, only the characteristic112
lines of molybdenum are present. All measurements have been performed at an113
accelerating voltage of 40 kV. The samples were mounted on a motorized stage114
to allow for accurate positioning. The source-to-detector distance amounts to115
approximately 900 mm to ensure a stable operation of the X-ray tube at very low116
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flux at the detector side. Additionally, this allows for a large source-to-object117
distance to reduce the heat load on the sample during the long measurement118
times.119
3. Results and discussion120
3.1. Spectral absorption radiography121
In spectral absorption radiography, the energy dependency of the linear at-
tenuation coefficient of the object under investigation can be measured. More
particularly, absorption edges can be observed and used to identify the chemical
composition of an object. These edges can best be visualized using the projected
attenuation coefficient µθ(x, y, E):
µθ(x, y, E) =
∫
raypath
µ(x′, y′, z′, E)ds(x′, y′, z′), (1)
where (x, y) and (x′, y′, z′) are the detector and object coordinate systems, re-
spectively, E is the photon energy, µ is the linear attenuation coefficient and θ
denotes the projection angle in tomography. This value can easily be derived
from the normalized projection images:
µθ(x, y, E) = − ln
[
Iθ(x, y, E)
I0(x, y, E)
]
, (2)
where Iθ(x, y, E) and I0(x, y, E) are the measured intensity with and without the122
object, respectively. As the intensity is measured for each energy bin separately,123
the projected attenuation can be plotted as a function of photon energy for each124
pixel individually or for a region of interest. This is illustrated in Figure 1,125
where the projected attenuation coefficient of a tungsten transmission target126
(nominal thickness 5 µm on a carbon backing of 250 µm thickness) is shown and127
compared with the theoretically expected value. The latter has been obtained128
by calculating the photoelectric absorption of the attenuated beam in a 450 µm129
thick Si slab. The attenuated beam spectrum was calculated using Monte Carlo130
simulations of the X-ray tube [22] and the attenuation coefficients of W and C131
from the NIST database. The W L-edges are clearly visible on the curve. Below132
7 keV, the curve is distorted due to the very low X-ray transmission through133
the object and Compton scattering in the detector, whereas above 17 keV the134
characteristic radiation in the incident spectrum from the molybdenum target135
and pulse pileup effects severely influence the curve.136
3.2. Pulse pileup137
Contrary to multispectral devices, pulse pileup in the SLcam is not caused138
by a temporal overlap of two pulses within one pixel, but rather by a spatial139
overlap of two events within one readout cycle (i.e. 2.5 ms). This results in a140
fundamentally different manifestation of the effect. Indeed, when such spatial141
overlap occurs and the event is considered valid (i.e. the cluster did not become142
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Figure 1: The projected attenuation µθ of a tungsten transmission target. The absorption
edges of W are indicated. The structures between 17 keV and 20 keV are caused by the
incident spectrum.
too large), the reconstructed photon energy will equal the sum of both photon143
energies. In multispectral devices the pulse height, hence the measured photon144
energy, depends largely on the temporal overlap and shape of both pulses [23].145
In XRF applications, this behavior is desired as it results in distinct sum peaks146
rather than a continuous spectrum. In absorption radiography on the other147
hand, the behavior is less predictable, but it can give rise to a clear deduplication148
of the absorption edge at energy levels corresponding with the multiples of the149
absorption edge energy. This is shown in Figure 2, which shows the projected150
attenuation of a copper mesh along with the linear attenuation coefficient of151
Cu. Besides the absorption edge at 8.993 keV, a deduplication at approximately152
18 keV is observed. It should be noted that the flatfield exposure time was153
lower than the image exposure time due to a failure of the X-ray tube, hence154
the negative values of the attenuation coefficient. As such, both vertical axes155
are not directly related. An absorption edge is clearly visible at the energy156
corresponding to twice the energy of the absorption edge of Cu. It should be157
noted that this measurement is performed using the W target, of which the158
characteristic radiation is positioned near the absorption edge of Cu. This159
explains the various peaks in the absorption edge and its deduplicated version.160
3.3. Fluorescent radiation161
In Figure 2, a substantial amount of features in the range from 5 keV to 8 keV162
can be observed. These can be associated with peaks in the flat-field spectrum163
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Figure 2: The projected attenuation µθ of a copper mesh. The absorption edge of Cu
at 9 keV as well as its double at 18 keV are indicated. A substantial effect from the
characteristic radiation in the incident spectrum is observed. The negative attenuation
coefficients are due to a reduced exposure time of the flatfield image.
originating from fluorescent radiation from metals near the sensor. A similar164
effect has been reported in other systems, with fluorescent radiation originating165
from the chipboard [24] or from the sensor material itself [9].166
3.4. Count rate limitation167
A major limitation in the practical application of the SLcam is imposed by168
the allowed count rates of the detector. Indeed, when the incident X-ray flux is169
too large, the event clusters will overlap and get rejected by the analysis soft-170
ware. This is a statistical process, hence the limit is not strictly defined but is171
rather a deviation from ideal behavior as a function of the count rate. This is172
shown in Figure 3, where the measured count rate is plotted as a function of173
the deposited energy in the chip. The latter is calculated before processing of174
the frames and is proven to be linearly dependent with intercept zero on the175
X-ray flux. The curve shows a deviation from a linear response and even starts176
to decrease as the X-ray flux is further increased.177
178
Furthermore, it is observed that the response curve depends on the inci-179
dent spectrum which was varied based on the target material (W or Mo) and180
on an additional beam filter (100µm Al). As the object under investigation181
influences the X-ray spectrum due to beam hardening, the X-ray flux should182
be kept sufficiently low to minimize the deviation from a linear response. This183
is particularly the case in the presence of characteristic radiation, which may184
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Figure 3: The measured count rate (per pixel) as a function of the total deposited energy
for three different X-ray spectra using two different target materials and different beam
filtering.
dominate the X-ray spectrum. This is the case in Figure 2 and is manifested by185
the fine structure of the curve.186
187
A reduction of the X-ray flux however results in lower signal-to-noise ratio188
(SNR). From Figure 3, it is evident that the measured count rate will be less189
than 8 s−1 per pixel. This leads to measurement times of several minutes per190
image for X-ray radiography and tomography. Additionally, a large portion of191
the detected counts are associated with characteristic radiation, further reducing192
the number of counts at energy ranges away from this characteristic radiation.193
The use of target materials with a limited characteristic radiation yield in the194
considered spectral range is therefore expected to substantially improve the195
performance of the SLcam in transmission radiography.196
3.5. Computed tomography197
Using the SLcam, a full spectral high resolution CT dataset has been ac-198
quired. The object under investigation is an aortic arch taken from a mouse199
model of atherosclerosis. The mouse had been injected with gold high-density200
lipoprotein nanoparticle contrast agent (Au-HDL) before sacrifice, which accu-201
mulates in the atherosclerotic plaque in the artery. [25, 26]. The sample thus202
consists of low-density material (the artery itself) with high-density inclusions203
which can be either calcifications or gold nanoparticles. It is however impossi-204
ble to separate and identify both phases in conventional micro-CT. Using 2D205
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micro-XRF Ca, Au and Zn have been observed in the sample, as well as a small206
concentration of Cu. Due to the complex geometry of the sample (Figure ??),207
these results could not be linked to the conventional micro-CT scan. A spectral208
micro-CT scan has thus been acquired to provide this information.209
210
The spectral CT scan consists of 180 equi-angular projections covering 360°.211
Each projection consists of 1024 energy bins with an energy bin size of ap-212
proximately 25 eV and has been recorded with an exposure time of 20 mins. To213
reduce image noise, a limited number of spectral regions has been selected. This214
is summarized in Table 1 where absorption edges and the average number of215
counts (per pixel) in the unattenuated beam are indicated. It should be noted216
that the SNR can be deduced directly from the latter following Poisson statis-217
tics. The attenuation coefficient of Ca, Zn and Au are plotted in Figure 4, on218
which the spectral regions are indicated.219
220
Region Start energy End energy Edges Counts
R0 6.75 keV 8.25 keV — 305
R1 8.25 keV 9.50 keV Cu K 412
R2 9.50 keV 11.00 keV Zn K 573
R3 11.00 keV 12.50 keV Au L3 552
R4 12.50 keV 15.00 keV Au L2,1 737
R5 15.00 keV 17.00 keV — 424
Table 1: The spectral regions used in the analysis of the tomographic dataset of the artery
sample. For each region, start energy and end energy are given along with the absorption
edges present in the region and the mean number of flat-field counts per pixel.
As expected, the reconstructed attenuation coefficient decreases for increas-221
ing photon energy for all materials, and this effect is stronger in the calcified222
regions than in the soft tissue. One such result is visualized in Figure ??, where223
the difference between regions R5 and R4 is rendered in 3D. No spectral fea-224
tures are expected in this differential dataset. Only noise is indeed visible in225
these reconstructed slices and the 3D rendering, which shows only the positive226
values. Crossing an absorption edge however, the attenuation coefficient locally227
increases for increasing energy. This is visualized in Figure ??, where the differ-228
ence between regions R4 and R2 is rendered. Some strongly positive hot spots229
are clearly visible in the sample, indicating an increase in attenuation coefficient230
hence the presence of gold.231
232
The presented results should however be interpreted with care. The voxel233
size of the reconstructed volume is approximately 163 µm3, which is insufficient234
to image the fine-structured calcification and partial volume effects are signifi-235
cant. A particular problem is raised by the different behavior of the attenuation236
coefficients of Ca and Au around the Au absorption edges. Indeed, the effect237
of the Au absorption edge might be cancelled out by the strongly decreasing238
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Figure 4: The attenuation coefficient of Ca, Zn and Au for the photon energies measured
by the SLcam. The spectral regions (Table 1) are indicated on the graph.
attenuation coefficient of Ca within that voxel (Figure 4). Furthermore, the low239
SNR of the datasets should be kept in mind.240
4. Conclusion241
The use of energy-dispersive 2D detectors in high resolution X-ray radiogra-242
phy and tomography can yield chemical information and structural information243
simultaneously. However, several challenges still remain. Most importantly, the244
reduction of the incident X-ray flux, required for the single photon counting245
mechanisms, implies an important increase in image noise and measurement246
time. This effect becomes even more important when only a (small) energy bin247
is considered to exploit the spectral data. Secondly, the sensor material implies248
specific limitations. Silicon sensors such as the pnCCD have a limited detection249
efficiency at photon energies above 20 keV and hence can only be used for small250
samples or samples with limited X-ray attenuation. Highly attenuating sensor251
materials such as Cd(Zn)Te on the other hand are frequently used in hybrid252
detector systems for spectroscopic imaging (e.g. [12, 9]) but typically contain253
a large amount of crystal defects and suffer from X-ray fluorescence inside the254
sensor material.255
256
Despite these limitations, as detector technology is developing swiftly, energy-257
dispersive radiography and tomography is becoming an increasingly studied re-258
search topic.259
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